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The Impact of Burstification on TCP Throughput in Optical Burst Switching Networks ∗ Dohy Hong † , Fabrice Poppe ‡ , Julien Reynier † , Franc¸ois Baccelli † and Guido Petit § We focus on the optimal size a data burst (DB) should have in an Optical Burst Switching (OBS) network in the single wavelength link case. The optimality is understood in the sense of maximizing throughput under the assumption the traffic is TCP controlled. In such networks, packets are assembled into bursts containing several IP packets (burstification). A trade-off takes place between large and small DBs. The former leads to a degradation of throughput due to loss synchronization, a well known problem in TCP controlled traffic, whereas the latter leads to overhead due to the guard-band intervals. To address the optimal DBs size problem, we use an estimate of throughput obtained through individual TCP connections sharing a common router. The effect on synchronization is thus taken into account. A classical optimization technique is then applied to the resulting goodput formula to determine the optimal size. Besides, we also examine Fiber Delay Lines (FDL) modeling aspects.
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I NTRODUCTION



O PTICAL B URST-S WITCHING (OBS): An OBS network consists of core and edge routers, connected by Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) links (see [9]). The paper concentrates on the single wavelength case: an ingress edge router assembles IP packets with the same egress edge router and Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements into Data Bursts (DBs) and forwards them through the OBS network. An egress edge router disassembles the DBs it receives into IP packets and forwards them to its next hop IP router. A DB is forwarded through the network as a single entity, based on the information contained in the Burst Header Packet (BHP) it is associated with. As the optical processing of headers is not practical using today’s technology, it is implemented electronically. Figure 1: An OBS network. An ingress edge router (Fig. 2) classifies incoming ∗ This
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Figure 2: Edge router (sending side).



Figure 3: Core router architecture.



packets according to QoS and destination edge router. Each time a DB is assembled, the router sends out the BHP on a control channel (from the Control Channel Group, CCG), and the DB on a free data channel (from the Data Channel Group, DCG). The DBs duration distribution inside the OBS network depends on the burst formation algorithm applied by the edge routers [7]. We assume that a DB is released when its size (in bytes) exceeds a certain threshold. Edge routers can introduce an offset time between the sending of a BHP and its DB. The offset-time setting gives to the edge router a control over the probability a DB be dropped inside the OBS network. A relative large offset-time increases the probability to reserve an end-to-end optical path. For our analytical study we assumed that all DBs had the same initial offset-time. Core router architecture (Fig. 3), includes input Fiber Delay Lines (FDLs), an optical matrix for switching DBs, a Switch Control Unit (SCU) containing an electronic BHP switch and schedulers for the output links. A core router uses FDL buffers which can delay incoming DBs by D, · · · , n × D, where D is the unit FDL length and n is the number of FDLs. Incoming BHPs are converted to the electrical domain for processing. DB are delayed by an input FDL to account for the BHP processing time. The offset-time is readjusted to its original value by every core router along the path followed by the DB. Core routers configure an all-optical path for DBs, by selecting an output data channel and scheduling the optical switch reconfigurations to lead from the input to the output data channel. Here the scheduling algorithm used by the core routers to select data channels and schedule switch matrix reconfigurations is a horizon algorithm without void filling [9], DBs are transported without an underlying time slot structure on the data channels. DBs on the same data channels are separated by guard bands to permit switch matrix reconfiguration between them. The presence of guard bands harms the bandwidth, which can be mitigated by making the DBs large. Some studies propose to map DBs to time slots separated by guard bands. In that case minimizing the BHP processing overhead is still a driver towards the assembly of large DBs. An additional concern with slotted channels is to take into account the time slot duration when deciding about the DB size [8]. There are other reasons in favor of large DB, like for instance the possibility of taking advantage of TCP segment aggregation in order to lump ACKs for a single TCP session, see [7] where this is called the correlation benefit. Several reasons urge small DBs, regardless of whether channels are slotted or not : 1. the FDL buffering mechanism efficiency in core routers decreases dramatically when DB durations become too large compared to the unit delay introduced by the FDLs [4]. 2. the delay packets incur in the edge routers increases with the DB size threshold [7], 3. the TCP sources synchronization increase: large DB imply that many TCP flows are affected



simultaneously when a DB is lost. This so-called synchronization effect has an adverse effect on the bandwidth sharing operated by TCP [1]. Hence, although bandwidth efficiency considerations are a driver towards assembling large DBs, it may be advisable to put an upper bound on the DB size. Among the last set of phenomena in favor of a not too large DB size, only synchronization between TCP sessions was not analyzed. The aim of the present paper is to investigate the trade-off between this phenomenon and the bandwidth efficiency loss due to guard bands. The paper organises as follows. In §2, we introduce a basic model allowing one to take into account the trade off between synchronization and guard bands. In §3, we derive an optimal DB size formula in edge routers, based on a representation of the buffering mechanisms in terms of an M/M/1/B model. §4 introduces a new queueing model for FDLs. In §5, we derive optimal DB size for this FDL context. In §6, we list the main conclusions we can draw from our study .
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BASIC M ODEL



Consider a set of TCP sources sharing ingress and egress edge OBS router with the same QOS settings (cf. Figure 1). Losses incurred by these of sources are presumed to take place in some bottleneck router, which could be either the edge router where burstification takes place, a core router, or the egress router. The rest of the network, as well as the burstification delay, will be present though an increase of the Round-Trip Time (RTT) of sources. Under these assumptions, when a DB is lost due to a buffer overflow in the bottleneck router, each source with a packet in the lost DB reduce their window almost simultaneously. This leads to increased loss synchronization for the considered sources.  Let b be the length of a DB in packets (for homogeneity of formulas, for a quantity X : X(packets) = packetX(bits) length(bits) ; we suppose that each packet has an equal size),  C the capacity of the bottleneck router in packets per seconds  B, G its buffer size and the guard band in packets,  R the common RTT of sources sharing the bottleneck router (we assume an homogeneous situation) in seconds,  N the number of (homogeneous) sources. We use the AIMD model [1] to evaluate the throughput degradation due to loss synchronization. With no synchronization one usually assumes a perfect sharing of the bottleneck router bandwidth: each source obtains CN packets per second in average. In case of synchronization, each source only gets CN (1 − U) in average. U is the under-utilization factor (0 ≤ U ≤ 1). The AIMD model allows to estimate U, in function of the above parameters and of the so called synchronization parameter p. Formally, p = p(b) is the proportion of sources that experience a loss at a congestion epoch. In [1], it is shown that the long term average of the goodput of a long lived TCP controlled source is given by :  pC γ = 1− when the buffer size can be neglected (B/C 1, we have to solve a linear system that leads to the approximation L(b) ∼ (b + 1)/2B (which is fine when b < B/2). Theorem 1 If the synchronization is estimated by CR(b+1) the formula: p(b) ∼ 1−e− 2BN and if the loss rate L(b) is estimated by the M/M/1/B model, namely L(b) ∼ (b + 1)/2B, then we have r 8GNB ∗ b ∼ , (3.3) CR under the assumption b  1 and CRb/N  2B.



b(3+e−α(b+1) ) CR with α = 2NB . If αb  1 and b  G+b q (G + b)2 f 0 (b) ∼ 4G − αb2 , which leads to: b∗ ∼ 4G α .



Proof : The function to optimize is: f (b) = then f (b) ∼ b(4 − αb)/(G + b) and Notice that



CR N



Figure 4: f (b) for G = 5 pkts, α = 10−3 1,



is close to the mean window size wm . Therefore α  1 is equivalent to wm  B.
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F IBER D ELAY L INES (FDL)



In this section, we study how to model the dynamics of the fiber delay mechanism used in core routers. In particular, we use this to evaluate the loss rate in a core router. Buffering in core routers differs from traditional queueing: the queuing executed by FDL that can only delay light a multiple of a fixed time. This implies a certain under-utilization and voids between outgoing packets. Many algorithms can be designed to deal with voids, here, we study Non Void Filling (NVF): each new incoming DB is scheduled at the first possible time after all previous DBs have been served. This paper only studies the single server case. We introduce the following notation:  D is the length of the FDL in seconds,  Tn the arrival time of the n-th DB in seconds,  Sn the time at which the n-th DB starts its service in seconds,  τn is the n-th inter-arrival time of DBs (i.e. : Tn+1 − Tn ),  Bn is the length of service for the n-th DB in seconds. Assume for a moment that the FDL can delay a DB of any integer multiple of D (this corresponds Figure 5: FDL Equation to the infinite FDL buffer case). Then the waiting times Wn of the DB arriving at time Tn (which can also be seen as the FDL virtual workload at this time) satisfy the relation: Wn+1 = max(0,Wn + Bn +Vn − τn ).



(4.4)



Vn < D is the void between DB n service end and DB n + 1 service beginning (see Fig. 5). Lemma 1 The length Vn of the void between the n-th and the (n + 1)-th DB is [τn − Bn mod D] (the remainder of the Euclidean division of τn − Bn by D). Proof : Consider first the case when the (n + 1)-st DB arrives in a non empty system (Figure 5). Modulo D, the arrival time and the time of the beginning of service of a given DB are the same. So, modulo D, τn is also the difference between the dates of beginning of service of the n-th and the (n + 1)-st DBs. We also have Sn+1 − Sn = Bn +Vn . So τn ∼ = Bn +Vn [D]. To conclude we just have to notice that the void length is necessarily between 0 and D. In case the (n + 1)-st DB arrives in an empty system, then τn ≥ Bn and we have to show that τn ≥ Bn +Vn , i.e. τn − Bn ≥ [τn − Bn mod D], which is obviously true. So, the evolution of the FDL-NVF (Fiber Delay Line - Non Void Filling) system is that of a FIFO queue with the same arrival times and with modified service times B0n = Bn + Vn . In particular, when D tends to 0, the modified service times and hence the waiting times in the FDL queue tend to those of the FIFO queue without FDL. 4.1



M/M/1/∞ FDL-NVF Q UEUING



In this section, we study a FDL-NVF queue under classical traffic and service assumptions. Let λ be the intensity of inter-arrival times and µ the parameter of the exponential distribution describing DB lengths (µ = 1/b) and D be the FDL length.



Figure 6: ρ0 for λ = 1 as function of µ and D. Figure 7: ρ0 (λ = 1, µ, D) = 1 on the plane λ = 1. 0



Theorem 2 L APLACE T RANSFORM OF B0n : let Φ(s) = E[e−sBn ]. Φ(s) =



n 1 − e−(s+λ)D 1 − e−(s+µ+λ)D  e−(s+µ)D o λ µD + (e − 1) − 1 . s+λ s+µ+λ 1 − e−λD 1 − e−(s+µ)D



Proof in the appendix. Theorem 3 E QUIVALENT L OAD FACTOR : The equivalent load factor (including voids) of a M/M/1/∞ FDL-NVF queue is : ρ0 = ρ0 (λ, µ, D) = 1 −



λDe−λD λ λD 1 − e−(λ+µ)D + . 1 − e−λD λ + µ 1 − e−λD 1 − e−µD



(4.5)



Proof : By definition, ρ0 = λE(B0n ). Then we get result using the formula ρ0 = −λΦ0 (0). When D increases (Fig. 6), the equivalent load increases from the one of a classical M/M/1 queue (D = 0, ρ = λ/µ). For a fixed arrival intensity (Fig. 7), when D increases, the incoming load which is critical for the queue goes exponentially to 0. Therefore we can conclude that if a Void Filling policy is not deployed, D  b (i.e. µD  1) is a good choice. Theorem 4 A SYMPTOTIC ρ0 =



λ 1 + λD + o(D), when D → 0. µ 2



(4.6)



ρ0 ≤



λ 1 + λD, for all D. µ 2



(4.7)



Proof in the Appendix. 0 − 1. This function is a first order measure of the discrepancy beLet ∆(λ, µ, D) := ρλ(λ,µ,D) 1 µ + 2 λD



tween the exact and the asymptotic expressions for the equivalent load. It is homogeneous (in the sense that its value is unchanged if one replaces (λ, µ, D) by (xλ, xµ, D/x), for all x > 0. Thus we can choose λ = 1 without loss of generality. R ELATIONSHIP OF FDL-NVF AND C LASSICAL Q UEUES : Another simple way of stating the results of this section is that the FDL-NVF queue is a FIFO queue with the same arrival and



∆ is small for a wide range of values of the parameters; it can in particular be seen on Figure 8 that:  µD < 2 ensures an error ∆ lower than 2%;  µD < 6 ensures an error ∆ lower than 5%;  µ < 3 and D < 2 ensures an error ∆ lower than Figure 8: ∆ for λ = 1, as a function of (µ, D) 5%. with modified service times with Laplace transform given by Theorem 2, and that the mean value of the modified service time b0 is asymptotically equal to b + D/2 when D is small. It should however be noticed that this queueing system is not an M/GI/1/∞ queue because the service times B0n and the interarrival times are not independent. Figures 9 studies the discrepancies between the FDL queue with parameters λ, b, D and the M/M/1/∞ queue with parameters λ and b0 . We plots the mean virtual workload for FDL in dark and that of the M/M/1/∞ queue in question in dashed. The M/M/1/∞ approximation is acceptable when µD < 6, and not valid elsewhere. 4.2



A PPROXIMATION OF L OSSES FOR F INITE B UFFER FDL



In this section, we look for simple approximations of the loss probability L = L(b) in a finite buffer FDL queue. The buffer has capacity B, where B is an integer multiple of D: B = kD. The general idea consists in replacing the finite buffer FDL queue with parameters λ, b, D, B by an M/M/1/B queue with parameters λ, b0 . As in §3, we estimate L(b, D) as the loss rate in this queue with critical conditions, namely with λb0 = 1. For this, we use the property that for each D, there exists one and only one λ such that ρ(λ, µ, D) = 1 (this follows from the fact that ρ(λ, µ, D) is 0 for λ = 0 and is strictly increasing to infinity in λ). In Figure 10 we take k = 8. We estimate the loss probability in two different ways: the first consists in simulating the behavior of a critical FDL queue using the finite buffer version of the equation given in Theorem 3. The second way consists in using the Markovian approximation b 1 ∼ 2kD + 4k . The discrepancy is quite small, which with parameters λ, b0 . L(b, D) = b+D/2+1 2kD justifies using this approximation. In Figure 10, we can see that  For large delay lines (or for small DB sizes), the loss rate grows almost linearly with Db ;  The losses for the equivalent FIFO queue with modified DBs B0n are close to the actual FDL.  For Db ranging from .5 to 3, the DB loss rate is very well approximated by the formula Figure 9: Workload. black : M(λ = 1, µ = 1.0526) grey : Left : FDL(λ = 1, µ = 1.111, D = 0.1), ρ = 0.9, ρeq = 0.95; Right : FDL(λ = 1, µ = 7.793, D = 2), ρ = .1283, ρeq = 0.95.



Figure 10: Loss rate function of Db ; left : DB losses; right : bit losses ; B = 8D; λ = b10 ; black : FDL(λ, b); grey : Markov(λ, b0 ); dashed grey : Markov(λ, b); note that M(λ, b0 ) and FDL(λ, b) are almost identical. L(b/D) =
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b 16D



1 ∗ 0.51 + 32 ∗ 1.1; the bit loss rate is approximately L(b/D) = .089b/D + .058.



O PTIMAL DB SIZE FOR A C ORE ROUTER 0



) b 0 With FDL, the goodput becomes :γ = CN 4−p(b 4 b0 +G , where b is the equivalent mean length of DBs in packets. We suppose that D  b, which allows us to use the first order approximation b0 = b + D/2 (where D is in packets). Let α = CR/2NB.



Theorem 5 When the discrepancy between the exact equivalent load and its asymptotic form is small (see the remarks following Theorem 4) and when α  1, the optimal FDL DB size is : s 8(G + D2 )NB b∗ ∼ (5.8) CR with D the length of the delay line and B the length of the buffer in packets, R the common RTT in seconds, C in packets per second, and N the number of users. q ∗ ∗ Given that G D2 ∼ 6). For a TCP session with both source and destination within the same metropolitan area, or the same country, the RTT will be smaller. For a round-trip time of 50 ms (4 times smaller than the one above), and everything else remaining the same, the optimal DB duration becomes 8µs (twice larger). The intuition is that the number of in-flight packets at any moment is smaller when the round-trip time is smaller, causing the synchronization penalty to be less severe.
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C ONCLUSION



The present paper introduced a set of models allowing one to represent some of the key features of OBS networks such at FDL queueing and guard bands. The fact that a large number of segments can simultaneously be lost at the occasion of a DB loss creates a potential increase of the synchronization of the TCP controlled sources that are aggregated into DBs. By this, we mean that a large number of sources might decrease simultaneously their window size because of TCP reacting simultaneously to losses. The effect of the resulting underutilization was taken into account using a simple analytic model. The DB size that leads to the best goodput was determined when taking all these effects into account. We identified that the optimal DB size depends on the size of the guard bands between DBs and the length of the FDL. Additionally it depends on the number of TCP sessions sharing the bandwidth of a DWDM link, the bitrate of a single wavelength channel, the round trip time, and the average size of a packet. The models introduced and analyzed in the present paper can be improved and enriched in several ways. Among natural improvements, we would particularly quote a better representation of the increase of RTT due to burstification. A first natural extension concerns the modeling of FDL scheduling algorithms with void filling. Another interesting extension would focus on the analysis of core router with wavelength convertors.
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A PPENDIX



Proof Theorem 2 : We compute the Laplace transform of the equivalent FDL service times. R Let f (s,t) = E(e−s(Bn +[t−Bn mod D]) ). We have Φ(s) = f (s,t)dP(τn = t). Since τn is expo-



nentially distributed and since t → f (s,t) is D-periodical : Φ(s) = λ



Z ∞



f (s,t)e−λt dt = λ



0



Z D



f (s,t) 0



∑



e−λnD e−λt dt =



n∈N



λ 1 − e−λD



Z D



f (s,t)e−λt dt.



0



Fix now t ∈ [0, D[. Since x → [t − x modD] is D-periodical Z t



f (s,t) = 0



e−s(x+t−x) dP(Bn = x) +



∑



Z x=t+(n+1)D



n∈N x=t+nD



e−s(x+t+(n+1)D−x) dP(Bn = x).



Since Bn is exponentially distributed : st



Z t



f (s,t)e = µ



−µx



e 0



dx+ ∑ e



−s(n+1)D



n∈N



h



−µx



−e



ix=t+(n+1)D x=t+nD



−µt



= (1−e



−(s+µ)D (eµD − 1) −µt e )+e . 1 − e−(s+µ)D



Synthesizing, we have: n 1 − e−(s+λ)D 1 − e−(s+µ+λ)D 1 − e−(s+µ+λ)D e−(s+µ)D o λ µD Φ(s) = − + (e − 1) . s+λ s+µ+λ s + µ + λ 1 − e−(s+µ)D 1 − e−λD Proof Theorem 4 : λD λ 1 1 − (λ + µ)D/2 + o(D)) ρ0 = 1 − (1 − Dλ) + 2 2 Dλ − (Dλ) /2 + o(D ) µ 1 − Dλ/2 + o(D) 1 − µD/2 + o(D)) λ λ 1 = −λD/2 + λD + (1 − λD/2 − µD/2 + λD/2 + µD/2) + o(D) = + λD + o(D). µ µ 2 We now prove (4.7). The function ∆(1, µ, D) is everywhere differentiable and its derivative is never zero in the domain (µ, D) ∈]0, ∞[2 . On the boundary ]0, ∞[×{0} ∪ {0}×]0, ∞[, ∆(1, µ, D) = 0 (or tends to 0). This shows that ∆ is negative everywhere.
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